
MUJI to Relax



What are we doing for MUJI to Relax?
First, we did user interview of 6 users and output 3 persona represent for 3 kinds of typical users for this product.

Questions for interview

How old are you?


What kind of work do you do?


Do you sleep well recently?


How do you pick your bedclothes?


What is your sleeping environment?


Do you prefer complete dead silence 
rather than some regular noise?


Do you know ASMR?


Do you use sound player application?


Which kind of sound player you would 
prefer, exploration or limitation? 


Do you use close-off timer function in 
player?


Talk about your preparation for 
sleeping/napping?

Sim
ple & Rem

ote
Hard & Central

Persona Type: Students

Name

Age

Gender

Occupation

Clevant Male

19 Student

Persona Type: Older People

Name

Age

Gender

Occupation

Wutsai Female

78 Retired

Persona Type: Salaryman

Name

Age

Gender

Occupation

Yuuki Female

36 HR Specialist

“
”

“
”

“

”

I usually wake up at 4 or 5 in the 
morning. After eating breakfast and 
walk to the market to buy material 
for lunch. Easily tired but just cannot 
fall asleep.

Basically finishing the assessment 
and preparing for the exam will 
disturb the biological clock. For me, 
insomnia is so called lifestyle.

Working in a tech company, it is quite 
normal that asking for work overtime. 
I try all the way to take a nap for half a 
hour after lunch to keep energetic.

Motivation

Motivation

Motivation

No push notification, no pop-up advertisement, no 
distraction, decent design and totally free with high 
quality sound of nature.

Napping with playing nature sound in headphone can 
keep office crowd and car horn from disturbing. Timer 
function ensure to not oversleep.

Large area swiping to operation reduces touch by 
mistake. No need for signup or login avoid forgetting 
the password.Limited function make it easier to use.

*Questions are formed by the category of the company and the actual function ( like sound player and close-off timer ) of MUJI to Relax.



What are we doing for MUJI to Relax?
Second, we do the SER and competitive testing.

*Screenshot in 29th Aug. Google&Apple App Store stands for global market, others stands for Mainland China market. Ordered by smartphone marketshare until 2020Q1.

Vivi

Name Operation Logic Content Advertising / PN Account & Password Student Testing Salaryman Testing Older People Testing

MUJI to Relax Swipe Recommend / Less No / No No Pass Pass Pass

Himalaya （喜⻢拉雅） Tap Exploration / Recommend / Enormous Yes / Yes Yes Pass Pass ( Complain about Ads ) Fail

Tide （潮汐） ( Primary )Tap/Swipe Exploration / Enormous No / No Yes Fail ( Flash out ) Pass Pass

*Competitive application selection based on supported OS, the amount of download and rate.

Vivi

Apple App Store

Vivi

Google App Store

Vivi

Huawei App Store

Vivi

Vivo App Store

Vivi

OPPO App Store

Vivi

Xiaomi App Store



How to do user interview & persona?

First, setting the aims for the interview. 

Second, planning the outline of the interview. 

Third, inviting the users for the interview. 

Fourth, doing the user interview. 

Fifth, telling the story. 

Finally, summarizing.

How to do SER & competitive testing?

First, setting the aims for SER & competitive testing. 

Second, listing and selecting the Search Engine. 

Third, doing the Search Engine Research. 

Fourth, classifying the competitor. 

Fifth, selecting the competitor. 

Sixth, setting the aims for the interview. 
Seventh, planning the test list for competitive testing. 

Eighth, inviting the users for competitive testing. 

Ninth, doing the competitive testing. 

Finally, summarizing.

Important
Partner
Who can help me?

Cost 
Structure
What should I pay for?

Source
of Income
What will I have?

Core
Business
What do I want to do?

Value
Proprsition
How to serve others?

Core
Resources
What do I have?

Mass Media:
Widespread Slow-Lifestyle Con-
cept; Guide Mainstream Public 
Opinion.

Search Engine:
Search Engine Optimization and 
Import Customer Flow.

Widespread Slow-Lifestyle Con-
cept;
Selling Product with Minimalist 
Design;

Client
Relationship
How to deal with client?

Widespread the style of minimalist 
design;
Introducing Japanese Lifestyle;
Selling Product.

Advocating the Concept of 
Slow-Lifestyle;

Guide popular of living with 
well-design ( Life Needs Rituals );

Produce and selling the well-de-
sign product;

Customer 
Segmentation
Who can I help?

Students ( Design & Pride );

Salaryman ( Comfortable );

Hostel Owner ( Decoration ).

Sound Player;
Bedclothes Product;
Other Things based on Minimalist 
Design.

Spenditure for Design Activities; Cost of Product Design and Manufacturing ; Tax 
fee; Salary for shop assistant; Cost for Renting. 

Selling Product; Cafe with minimalist design. 

Advertising
Channel
How to advertise myself?

Design activities;
Network;
Mass Media.



Why do user interview & persona?

Because we can communicate with users face to 
face. In that case, we can easily feel users’ attitude 
by observing looks on their face. 

We can easily find the right direction of product 
optimization if we can do the user interview in advance. 

We can figure out that what people want the most, 
what service people prefer to accept and 
what problems made users confuse. 

We can find out which type of users are vital users 

and have irreplaceable motivation to use our product. 

We are able to understand what are users’ daily 
life, usage pattern and consumption 
capacity.

（99 words）



Why do SER & competitive testing?

SER stands for Search Engine Research.  

SEO stands for Search Engine Optimization. 

Because we can find out which application is 
popular or accept SEO. 

We can make sure target users can operate 
and enjoy the function individually. 

To fix bugs like flashing out. 

Learning about the ads and function other 
application have and how users react to it. 

We can find out which kind of operation logic 
is suitable for our target users.

Vivi Vivi Vivi

MUJI to Relax Himalaya Tide

Vivi

Basic 
Operation 
Once operation failure 
will get FAIL. 

Download Application


Install Application


Open Application


Signup Membership

(if necessary)


Close Pop-up 
Advertisement

(if necessary)


Play Sound


Switch Sound


Advanced  
Operation 

Explore Sound


Set Close-off Timer


Purchase Value 
Added Service 
(Optional) 

Test List

（73 words）



 Interview Protocol Expected Target for Interview

Process of Interview

Data Gathered

Basic Profile
Name / Gender / Age / Occupation / Average Income / Favorite colour

Recent Status

Daily Routine 

Work Pressure 

Stay-up Late 

Sleeping Quality 

Frequent Mobile Using 

Daily Application

About Product

Application about sound 

Know ASMR? 

Use ASMR? Why not? 

Is ASMR helpful? 

Expect about ASMR Application 

Prefer interaction 

Login & signup 

Push notification & pop-up ads 

User interface 

Paid or free 

Bugs, fixes and updates

Setting Targets 

Planning  

Finding Users 

Interviewing 

Summary

Users’ basic profile / Attitude / Motivation & target /  

Product direction / Design style / Update frequent /  

Promotion point

Figure out what function is vital users’ need.


Understand more about our vital users for innovation or promotion.


Find out how they understand our kind of product.


Which kind of interaction logic is the user like the most.


Is it necessary to put ads or signup an account for the application.


Make sure no bugs and other technical problem in operating the application.

Planning | Interview Protocol

Planning | Quiet Room & Record Devices

Planning | Confidentiality agreement



Outcome through Thematic Analysis

Theme Example quotes
Number of 
people to 

express theme
Number of 
reference Notes

Not get used to it
“I know and used same kind of app before, it is actually 

useful. But the reason why I not use it must be not get used 
to it. Just cannot remember it.”

8 14 Add some activities or reward system to attract users 
use it everyday.

Third party login
“The third party login is really convenient for me. Using only 
one account can move the data across the devices. Lighten 

the burden of remembering different password.”
9 9 Consider changing the way to signup and login.

Swipe

“Swipe to change the sound is really fits intuition. It’s like 
how it should be. It reduce the chance of touch by mistake. 

And It is also easy to remember. After all, no one like 
complex operation, especially at the sound app”

6 6 Keep primary operation logic as swipe.

Stay up late

“I am really anxious at the time when I go to bed. I just 
cannot help opening and closing all the applications in my 

phone. Listening some relaxing sound can distract my 
attention. That helps me to go sleeping.”

6 9
For the users, the motivation of using the application 
might be distraction. And most of them stay up late at 

night.



Why choosing semi-structured interview

The interview has two-way communication. The interviewer and the 

interviewee can ask questions and answer each other. Such like how to 
classify MUJI to Relax, interviewee might have 
different idea with interviewer; 

The interview is not restricted by rigid rules, we can 

communicate some private information such like 

salary, bedclothes or insomnia; 

There are various forms of interviews, we can do this 

interview in MUJI store with full set of MUJI 

bedclothes. Interviewing with experiencing. 

Pictured by  LightField Studios

https://www.shutterstock.com/zh/g/LightField%2BStudios
https://www.shutterstock.com/zh/g/LightField%2BStudios


MUJI to Relax
Always natural. Always pleasant.



Issues happened Before Using Application Using Application After Using Application

Staying up late 
Working overtime 
Preparing for exam 
Sleeping with bad quality

Searching on the internet 
Searching on app store 
Trying possible solution 
Installing the application 
Environment preparation

Login & signup 
Playing sound 
Switching sound 
Taking a nap

Sharing 
Visiting MUJI store 
Purchasing MUJI product 
Rating 
Deleting

Feeling tired; 
Feeling anxious; 
I wanna go sleep; 
Waking up at night is 
really annoying; 
I will be more energetic if 
I am able to take a nap.

Confusing about why 
insomnia; 
There are so much different 
applications I do not know 
how to choose; 
I don’t want to install any 
application if it doesn’t help; 
Application must be click 
and play immediately; 
The size the smaller the 
better.

Do I have to login? 
Will my privacy leak in 
the future? 
Am I playing the sound 
online? I don’t want to 
consume a lot of data; 
Useful and feeling 
relaxed; 
I wonder which sound is 
the most efficient one to 
make me relaxed;

It’s helpful, I’d like to 
sharing it to others; 
I like the way of life, 
maybe have a look to 
MUJI store; 
Buy some product if it is 
comfortable to feel; 
Give it a good rate on 
app store; 
Deleting if it not help.

Focus on people cannot 
have a rest.

SEO; 
Small size; 
Clarify the function.

Privacy guarantee; 
Limited permission; 
Recommend sound; 
Offline playing supported.

Add on sharing function; 
Leading to MUJI store; 
Well-decorated store 
with comfortable service.



Care for you. All for you.

Relaxed無印良品

Videos source from MUJI to relax official website and Envato Element ( with commercial license )

MUJI Cares

1

3

4

2

3

When you have insomnia, stressed 
out or other mental problem.

Please visit MUJI store 
to get further help.

Paid or buying amount of product 
can do MUJI consultant offered by 
professional psychologist. 

Issues happened

Visit MUJI store

MUJI Consultant

Feel Relaxed

MUJI offer free delivery service. 
You can go home and enjoy your 
relaxed life.



Philosophy of Refresh

Living with more and more object cannot make us relaxed. 

MUJI Refresh Project will refresh your living condition and 
give you a breath from mess by re-organizing and re-
decorating with MUJI product.

3

1

Plan & quotation

4

Refresh

5

Relaxed

Send a request

2

Measure

MUJI

Refresh live. 
Restart life.

MUJI Refresh Project



Storytelling - Ideal MUJI to Relax Service

01 
Send Request

02 
MUJI Consultant

03 
Measure

04 
Plan & Quotation

05 
Refresh

06 
Relaxed

User aware himself stressed out, 
feel unsatisfied about life or 
cannot go sleep at night. Send 
request and book MUJI consultant 
through phone and MUJI app.

User visit MUJI store. And having 
MUJI consultant with professional 
psychologist called MUJI Lifestyle 
Manager. Confirm purpose of 
refreshing or other advice to life.

After purpose confirmation, MUJI 
send quantity surveyor to measure 
target room or space user want to 
refresh.

User will be received a detailed 
refreshing plan and quotation by 
MUJI admitted decoration 
company. User second confirmation 
and pay the advance charge.

Decoration company redecorate 
the room with MUJI product.

User confirm the final 
achievements and pay the rest of 
money. Be relaxed and rate the 
service with MUJI to Relax 
application.

This page is aiming to explain the ideal experience of our product (MUJI to Relax Service). 6 stage included with detail explanation below.



Stakeholders
Send Request MUJI consultant Measure Plan & Quotation Refresh Relaxed

Send Request

User

Develop application

Programmer

Answering phone and 
record the appointment

Customer 
service 
member

Visit MUJI store. Attend 
appointment.

User

Offering mental health 
services and giving advice.

MUJI 
Lifestyle 
Manager

Limit the refresh zone

User

Measuring

Quantity 
serveyor

Confirm plan and pay the 
advance charge

User

Planning and explaining

Decoration 
company

Make sure the style and 
using MUJI product

MUJI 
Lifestyle 
Manager

Redecoration

Decoration 
company

Monitor progress and 
quality

MUJI 
Lifestyle 
Manager

Pay the bill and rate for 
service

User

Develop application

Programmer

This page is aiming to explain the stakeholders and what they do in different stage.



Risks

Returns

Since MUJI to Relax Service is a new product so that nobody knows it or nobody trust it. We have to spend money on advertising and showing we do have 
professional team and enough ability to do the service compared to the former decoration company, mental health dentist and home 
design company.   

Since MUJI to Relax Service start at application. And mobile application do be a great channel for customer understand what is MUJI and what is MUJI to Relax Service. So the stability of 
application matters. The shut down of the application is just equal to shut down the business. 

In MUJI to Relax Service, we provide users a lot of advice. But one thing for sure is that users should spend money on MUJI product can make the most 
profit. If users get plan or advice but choose another company to put in implement that will be harm our profit. 

MUJI to Relax Service aim to provide brilliant quality which is consistent from beginning to end. We have to choose giant decoration company to work 
with. If not, different quality will eventually crush the whole MUJI business.

A promotion and selling of life concept and MUJI product. MUJI to Relax Service is aiming to releasing people’s anxious with decent and comfortable life and product. And 
That must be MUJI product. MUJI Corporate can get direct return from MUJI to Relax Service. 

Caring of mental health could bring brand reputation. MUJI to Relax Service help people with mental health. Which provide we do care customer’s life and living quality. It can make our 
brand alive. Customer will gain sense of identity and feel concerned. And will advertising and buy our product spontaneously.  

A connection between online and offline. This service can attract more customer to visit MUJI store to experience compact life, do the service and 
buy the product. And the sharing and feedback from service and offline can be upload to online to re-advertise and re-attract more 
customer.  



Presented By 
Friedrich Leou


